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Chapter 1 : Lowrance Elite 5 CHIRP Review - Cool Fish Finders
Page 1. Elite-5 & Elite-7 Combo Installation & Operation Operation manual manual Page 2. Part of the FCC rules â€¢
complies with CE under RTTE directive /5/EC â€¢ complies with the requirements of level 2 devices of the
Radiocommunications (Electromagnetic Compatibility) standard For more information please refer to our website:
calendrierdelascience.com

In that regard, the brand Lowrance has come up with an idea of using CHIRP sonar along with the ordinary
sonar and the down scan image technology. The sonar beam will spread their waves in the underwater, to find
out the wandering of the fishes. After noticing the areas of the target objects, the user can easily catch the prey.
Best Features The following are the best features of the device. CHIRP Sonar Technology- With this
technology, it offers the greater sensitivity, maximum target resolution, and ease of catching the target objects
in the underground water. Track Back-As this fish finding device is provided with the trackback feature, it
helps to rewind the sonar history, fish targets, and waypoints. Page Selector Menu-With one-thumb
impression, the user can switch over to the different menus to change the settings. This frequency selection is
used to find out the small objects in the underground water. You can detect the target objects from the bottom
portions or areas nearer to it. Also, it helps to separate the species of the fishes. It has the capacity to cover the
whole surface of the water. Further, it offers the messages about the navigation. Track Back Feature-With the
help of the trackback feature, the user can save the history of the sonar and can view the previous history
hotspots. Power-It is operated on watts peak to peak and watts RMS. Warning Alarm-Based on the settings on
the device, the alarm will alert you. In the conditions of custom lower and upper limits of the temperature, it
will give you the alert signal, which is based on the adjustments that had done by the user. How To Use The
Device? You can place the device on the boat and the user can adjust the settings with the help of the menus.
One can switch over to the different menus, to get a clear view of the image. You have to set the direction of
where to identify the fishes. After the adjustments have been done, the fish finding device automatically
displays the areas where the fishes lie. Merits It is available at an affordable price range. The major advantage
is that it keeps the history of the waypoints and can be revisited after a long gap. Even at greater depths, it
plays an effective role in detecting the target objects. The multiple sonar frequencies help to catch a number of
fishes than the single sonar frequency. By using the single transducer, one can access the various CHIRP
ranges and on one display, it can provide the multiple sonar settings. Also, the battery can keep the
information for more than 10 years of time. Offers the bright and clear image, distinguish the bait from game
fish. Purchase This Product on Amazon. Do you own this device? If yes, share with us about the
troubleshooting guides that you followed while using it.
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Chapter 2 : LOWRANCE ELITE 5 SONAR/GPS INSTALLATION & OPERATION MANUAL Pdf Download.
View and Download Lowrance Elite 5 Sonar/GPS installation & operation manual online. Elite 5 Sonar/GPS Sonar pdf
manual download. Also for: Elite 5m gps.

Sonar Page Sonar menu Elite 5 only Chart or sonar menu will appear Pages menu depending on which panel
is Page context menus active. Scrollbars Settings menu Select the scrollbar and press Accessing menu items
the keypad left decrease or right increase. Fishing Mode elite 5 Only Basic Operation Entering text Exiting
menus Some functions, like naming a waypoint, route or If a screen or menu has an exit option Close, Return
trail, will require you to input text. To select overlay data: From a sonar or chart page, press MEnU. Overlay
data and press EnTER. Elite 5 Sonar Operation: Elite 5 Using your Sonar Blue sonar history bar Cursor This
section covers sonar operation, which includes viewing sonar history and using sonar menus, con- text menus
and submenus. Information is arranged in the same order as the menus. Move the blue sonar history bar all the
way to the right to resume normal sonar scrolling. Depth Range Sonar Operation: Elite 5 Auto Sensitivity
Keeps sensitivity at a level that works will under most conditions, reducing the needs for adjustments. Auto
Sensitivity is turned on by default. You can make minor changes to Sensitivity set Sensitivity set sensitivity
with Auto Sensitivity turned to 65 percent. Elite 5 Ping Speed Advanced Mode only Controls the rate the
transducer uses to send sonar waves into the water. Custom range menu Sonar Options menu Accesses sonar
display settings Frequency and configuration options. Controls the transducer frequency used by the unit. This
unit supports two frequencies: Sonar Operation Sonar Operation Color Ice Mode Allow you to change the
look of the display Turns on a package of sonar settings that enhance using palettes with varying degrees of
color and the performance of your unit when ice fishing. Stop Sonar Pauses the sonar chart, allowing you to
get a closer look at sonar echoes. Chart Operation Chart Operation Using your Chart This section covers chart
operation, which includes New waypoint saving, loading and navigating, waypoints, routes and trails and
using chart menus, context menus and Waypoints, submenus. Creating A Route Chart Operation Sort Controls
how the waypoints list will be Creates a new waypoint at sorted â€” by name or by nearest. Press MEnU and
select Add to end to add another waypoint to the route. The chart screen will appear. Move the cursor to the
desired location. Press Menu from the chart screen. Use the keypad to highlight the Trails tab to access the
Trails screen. The Edit You can also convert a trail into a route from the Edit Trail menu will appear. Settings
accesses the Settings menu, but a route, which allows you to will only be shown on the map when the unit is in
navigate a selected trail. Settings Menu Settings Settings Menu System Accesses to installation and
configuration settings Adjusts unit settings like language, mute audio and for your unit. Transducer Keel Keel
Offset If, for example, the keel is 3. Alarms Settings Alarms Units Enables alarms and selects alarm
thresholds. Arrival, Allows you to select the unit of measure for Distance, Off Course and Anchor alarms are
only available in Speed, Depth and Temperature, when the unit is in Advanced mode.
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Elite-5 CHIRP Unit, Manual, and Accessories Information. Mulitiple selections Lowrance and Airmar - see Accessories
below. HDI Email this article to a friend.

This is obviously a step up in between generations while talking about electronic appliances but the distinction
is very significant and can result in more effective fishing. This new version came up with improved
auto-functions that mean, there is no need for doing much manual tuning with the Chirp. Lowrance Elite 7
Chirp is definitely for you if you use large boat for fishing. The technology of sonar used in it is just ideal for
such type of outdoor activity. This device has the capacity to deliver very crisp images that would make the
entire process much easier. This fish finder might be a perfect balance of exceptional features and economical
price for you. But the device might not be suitable if you plan to use it for canoe or kayak or ice fishing. This
is because Lowrance Elite 7 Chirp is not so much portable. But if you are interested in kayaking or thinking to
try it once, then you can read this article about kayak fish finder so that you can look for the best kayak fish
finder suited for your purpose. Apart from this, you might not certainly go wrong with the finder. Just have a
look upon some pros and cons of the device. The device is well-built and good quality The processor is much
faster It is very convenient to store and use The sonar history can be reviewed easily All information can be
seen at once. You need to install the transducer to enjoy all its benefits The settings of the device might not
seem simple to many It might take time for non-tech users to learn each of its functions properly. This
technology utilizes multiple frequencies at the same time for offering refined clarity along with less noise. I
like this because noise disturbs the surrounding fishing ambience and other issues resulting in an ultimate loss.
The advantage is this sonar particularly is that it not only allows me to find the fish but even is correct enough
to let me differentiate between my targets. However, it will depend on whether you are trying to catch game or
bait fish. With this Elite 7 Chirp, you will be able to mark the fish clearly even at higher boat speeds. I could
see all the structures beneath my boat clearly and it has helped me a lot to find out my target in my fishing
trips. Most interesting fact is that with the ability of down-scanning, noise is eliminate by the images and the
device only show marine life and structural images. Now, this makes the device more suitable to store and use.
Along with GPS and detailed U. S map, this fish finder will help you in getting correct information on rivers
and lakes which you might not have visited before. Trackback- With the trackback feature, you will be able to
keep a track of sonar history that includes definitely the fishes as well as locations and structures. This fish
finder even offer pre-set page layouts which show the images from DownScan, the chart and range at once.
Moreover, the display comes with a resolution of X and its full color offer great clarity. But as usual you
might face difficulty to see the screen wearing the polarized sunglasses. These are all packed with easy-to-use
menus along with Advanced Mode for expanding features selection. New Design- Social Proof I have scoured
the internet and found some user review that seemed rather positive. We found that customers love the GPS
and down imaging technology. The upgraded processor is very valuable particularly while using Navionics
maps. Things to Consider Before Buying a Fish-Finder There is no doubt that fishing is a popular activity
across the world and technological advancement has much taken place in this industry. Fishfinders are a part
of this advancement that offer anglers a lot of benefits. This device can help you to find schools of fish, even
around wrecks and any bottom structures where it is difficult to locate with naked eyes. You should buy a fish
finder if you want to enhance your catch. With the help of this device, you can see the bait schools, depth
where the fish is feeding as well as target specific fish species. Another good reason to use a fish finder is that
it will show you the temperature. Temperature would mean a lot during the transitional seasons. This
determines whether you will have zero catch or a fantastic experience of fishing. Well, there are some factors
that you need to consider before buying this gadget. Like, if you are planning to fish in ocean, then you will
need a powerful fish finder. This might be costlier but will receive and send signals deep in the water.
Standard fish finders, on the other hand, will work great in shallow waters like lakes as they do not possess
strong signal. You would have to get a display screen that provides clear presentation of details required for
getting appropriate results. They might be costly but will be worth purchasing. Using portable finders will be
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preferable if you fish in shallow water. However, powerful fish finders need not to be much portable as they
function well in every location. Some fish finders can be complicated really and you might face problem in
operating, reading and interpreting being a simpler angler. Hence, you need to find and purchase a suitable
fish finder on the basis of its operations, reliability and language. Quality fish finders are quite expensive but
you will literally get rid of extra charges from maintenance and repairs after purchasing.
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The Elite-5 CHIRP includes all of the proven features recently launched with the highly successful Elite-5 HDI with the
addition of CHIRP sonar technology â€” providing greater sensitivity, improved target resolution and superior noise
rejection for clearer, easy-to-see bait fish and game fish targets.

It also works very well at high speeds. My problem is with the GPS. The basemap in my area Louisiana marsh
is useless and the Lake Insight Pro is not much better. I had to upgrade to the Navionics chip but even that is
not as good as Garmin maps. Stay away from this unit if you need a good chartplotter. Waypoints that were
marked on a lake are displayed on land. The whole waypoint system is really annoying, labeling and recalling
waypoints is not very user-friendly. If you need a good GPS on your fishfinder, buy Garmin. I love gadgets
and this is fun to play with. Especially with the firmware update and external gps antenna a navionics gold
chip. I know technology has improved a lot in 20 years, but the Lowrance really impressed me even so. I went
with the Elite 5 because it gave me all the latest imaging technology without the extra expense for the bells
and whistles on the 7. The only thing I would tell Lowrance to improve is their advertising of included
accessories. With so many different packages available just on the Elite 5 it is not entirely clear what you are
getting in the box. Other than that this thing has been great so far. I called Lowrance a couple times with
questions during the setup and configuration, and support was very patient and walked me through everything
step-by-step. Their support staff are friendly and fully understand the products they sell. The imaging is
amazing. It shows more detail under the boat than I thought possible from a fishing sonar. This unit was the
perfect fit for my 16 foot Lund. I get lots of fuzzy readings, false shallow water alarms, Im not sure If I just
got a bad unit but my old dollar hummingbird worked more consistently than the 5 chirp. Overall I think that
there are better units on the market but not at the same price. Posted by mike first unit worked only once, then
froze. Had to disconnect power to shutdown. It really shows the fish well on the clutter free screen. You have
to be going above. I used the instructions and the mounting kit that came with it and 3 out of the 4 corners
broke off. So no help unless I buy a new one. Not happy with that, not my first time putting new electronic on
my boat.
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The Elite-5 CHIRP is an affordable color fishfinder/chartplotter featuring DownScan Imaging for photo-like images of
fish-holding structure and CHIRP sonar technology â€” providing greater sensitivity, improved target resolution and
superior noise rejection for clearer, easy-to-see bait fish and game fish targets.

Read Reviews Lowrance Elite-5 Review The Lowrance Elite-5 is a combination chartplotter fishfinder that
couples a 5-inch display screen, channel GPS with internal antenna, and watt sounder into a single unit. The
Elite-5 package ships with the display unit, quick-release mounting bracket, dual-frequency transom-mount
transducer, an installation and operation manual. Alternatively, the Elite-5 can be purchased as a standalone
chartplotter or standalone fishfinder. The Elite-5 display unit measures 5. We used the accompanying tilt and
swivel bracket to mount the Lowrance Elite-5 to our test rig. Panel mounting the unit is possible without any
additional hardware other than mounting screws. Connectivity A single twist-lock cable that fastens to the
connector located on the case back supplies power and information from the transducer through individual
legs. The display contains an internal GPS sensor, but the unit can still use an optional external GPS sensor if
needed or desired. Lowrance Elite-5 We used the internal antenna for this review. Screen Size and Viewability
The Elite-5 is equipped with a 3. The Lowrance Elite-5 screen is bright, sharp, and easy to read with one
caveat. When viewed anywhere from straight out front out to severe side angles the screen maintains its
brightness and clarity whether or not the user is wearing polarized sunglasses. I rated this Lowrance
chartplotter fishfinder screen excellent for daylight viewability. No screen fogging was apparent in the display
at anytime. The Lowrance Elite-5 has both a day and night color palette. On the Chart page the night palette
changes map features, numbers, and letters to a darker color for easier night viewing. The Sonar page inverts
the selected colors in night mode. You can see how much chart detail can be displayed here. This is about
one-quarter of the screen view. In my opinion, this screen does not darken far enough for night operations
where ambient and cockpit light levels are low. Operation This Lowrance chartplotter fishfinder is easy to
operate using the six front panel pushbuttons and keypad control. The Pages key takes you to the Pages menu
where you can choose one of four screens. The main pages are: I liked the slick appearance of the page
interface; it was fun and easy to use. Page specific menus are available for each page. When the Menu button
is pressed once, the corresponding menu for that page will appear onscreen and give the user a number of
options and settings to choose from. Pressing the Menu button twice takes you to the main menu. The lack of
an exit key took a bit of getting used to when making menu selections and choosing settings. Normally a
popup would give you the option to exit the menu with another press of the Enter key. Waypoints A present
position waypoint is built by pressing the Menu button and then checking New Waypoint is highlighted, then
pressing Enter. A new waypoint dialog box will open and allow you to save point with another press of the
Enter key. Waypoints are built at the cursor position in the same manner. This unit supports very long
waypoint names and can also identify a point with one of 16 symbols. The Elite-5 can store up to individual
waypoints. Routes Routes are created from the route screen. You simply follow onscreen prompts to add
points from the waypoint list or from the chart view. This is simply a matter of moving the cursor followed by
a press of the Enter key for each point. Routes can be run forward or reverse. I found it easy to build a
multipoint route quickly. Routes are listed on their own page where each point on the route is listed separately.
The Elite-5 can store up to routes. The man overboard function of the Lowrance Elite-5 is activated by
pressing both the plus and minus zoom keys simultaneously. At that point no matter what page you are on the
unit switches to the Steer page and asks you to confirm the MOB function. I think the MOB function of the
Elite-5 works well. In my opinion, it provides clear route and easy to follow route back the MOB position that
even a novice skipper could follow quickly and precisely. I found chart redraws on the Elite-5 to be fairly fast
under normal chart ranging demands. As is often the case with chartplotters, when you add more cartography
using an inserted memory card redraw rates have a tendency to slow somewhat. Both worked well during our
at sea review. The low frequency side picked up our test targets best, all are visible, although the shallow ball
is buried in surface clutter. Standard features include auto and manual depth ranging, zoom, and bottom lock.
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The unit will also display water temperature and speed when connected to a transducer with these capabilities.
Hitting the Menu button from the sonar page lets you fine tune the automatic sensitivity, switch to manual
depth ranging, and change transducer frequency. Going to the main sonar menu lets you select split screen
options, color palette, and A-scope. Selecting advanced mode to on will allow you to further fine tune sonar
operations by adjusting the colorline, surface clarity, and ping rate. Zoom can be off or set to 2x or 4x in single
increments by using the plus and minus range keys. Sounder data can be displayed full screen or in a split
screen with chart data. During our testing the Elite-5 sounder marked all three of the submerged targets we
placed in the water fairly well in auto gain. Buy this Lowrance chartplotter fishfinder here. Final Thoughts
This Lowrance chartplotter fishfinder brings top screen performance, easy operation, and a good quality sonar
to you at a reasonable price. Recommended Articles Choose the best fishfinder for your boating, sailing or
fishing needsâ€¦ read more. It also comes with preloaded cartography and read more. The Garmin s combines
the capabilities of a high-sensitivity GPS receiver, mapping chartplotter, and watt internal sounder into a
single unit that comes preloaded with read more. The Humminbird ci HD DI is a combination chartplotter,
with onboard cartography, and a dual source fishfinder. Not only does it pack a standard look-down sounder
but also uses read more.
Chapter 6 : Elite-5 CHIRP | Lowrance
NOTE: This manual covers Mark-4, Elite-4, Elite-5, Elite-7 and Elite-9 units. As a result, screenshots As a result,
screenshots of menus and dialogs may not match the look of your unit.

Chapter 7 : Article Details
In this video learn how to change the map in the Elite 5 DSI and similar models. This is one of the most commonly asked
questions when you get you new Lowrance sounder or chartplotter.

Chapter 8 : Lowrance Elite 5 CHIRP Review â€“ calendrierdelascience.com
The Lowrance Elite-5 is a combination chartplotter fishfinder that couples a 5-inch display screen, channel GPS with
internal antenna, and watt sounder into a single unit. The Elite-5 package ships with the display unit, quick-release
mounting bracket, dual-frequency transom-mount transducer, an installation and operation manual.
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